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ABSTRACT

We discuss the use of composite materials based on the use of self-sustaining

coatings to reduce sputtering-induced erosion in magnetic confinement fusion

devices while providing enhanced high-heat flux properties. One material, a

copper-lithium alloy has been described previously. 6 A second group of

materials consists of porous tungsten, tungsten carbide, or tantalum, impreg-

nated with an alkali metal alumino-silicate. These materials form an alkali

metal overlayer similar to that found on the Cu-Li alloy. A third group of

materials is obtained by infiltrating the porous high-Z refractory metal with

an alkali metal-bearing alloy such as Cu-Li or Al-Li. These materials combine

the high thermal conductivity of the infiltrate material with the high-

temperature strength and melt layer stability of tungsten or tantalum. Calcu-

lations of the sputtering properties indicate that it may be possible to use

a tungsten composite limiter at plasma edge temperatures up to ~300 eV.

*Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Materials Sciences
under Contract W-31-109-Eng-38.

+Present address: Corium Industries, Atlanta, GA.
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Int_rodij_ction

Maintenance of low plasma contamination levels and structural integrity of

limiters and first walls in the presence of high thermal and energetic particle

fluxes has been identified3- as a major barrier to the development of controlled

nuclear fusion as a practical energy source. Plasma-side materials in magnetic-

confinement fusion devices must have a number of properties including low-

sputteriny yield for light ion impact and low self-sputtering yield. Low-Z

materials such as Li, Be, B, and C are desirable because they are not subject to

runaway self-sputtering cascades. However, in areas that are subject to espe-

cially high-particle fluxes, such as tokamak limiters and divertor plates, it is

estimated^ that the gross erosion due to the impact of energetic D+, T+, and He+

may be several hundred cm/yr. Most of this material will be redeposited, but

the redeposition will not be uniform. Consequently, coatings will be stripped

from some regions and will accumulate to unstable thicknesses in others. For

light ion impact, high-Z refractory metals like tungsten have a much lower ero-

sion rate. However, if tungsten is to be used in contact with the plasma, the

need to minimize plasma contamination and suppress runaway self-sputtering

requires that the plasma edge temperature be kept below ~50 eV. In addition to

the properties discussed above, limiters and divertor plates must have good high

temperature strength, good thermal conductivity, and in the event of a. plasma

disruption, good melt layer stability.

We have been developing an approach to plasma impurity control and reduc-

tion of erosion in high heat flux components based on the use of strongly segre-

gating alloy systems as a means of producing self-sustaining low-Z coatings.

For example, copper-lithium alloys have been subjected to 100 eV He+ bombardment

at fluxes comparable to, and with, surface erosion rates in excess of those

associated with the limiters of large fusion devices. In this material, the

lithium, which is relatively dilute and forms a solid solution with the copper,
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segregates to the surface, forming an overlayer which protects the copper from

sputtering-induced erosion. Suppression of the copper erosion relative to that

of pure copper by a factor of ~4-5x for periods of about 1 hour, and a factor of

2-3.5x for longer terms, has been demonstrated-3 for copper-lithium alloys sub-

jected to 100 eV He+ bombardment at fluxes of ~3xl016-6xl017 ions/cm2-sec.

As a result of these and earlier experiments, ^ it is possible to deter-

mine the processes affecting the performance of copper-lithium alloys in a

fusion environment. The critical issues are (1) the secondary ion fraction of

the sputtered lithium, (2) the diffusion rate of lithium in copper, and (3) the

structural integrity at the required operating temperature. Secondary ions are

trapped at the surface and do not enter the plasma. Consequently, they are not

accelerated back through the sheath potential and, therefore, do not contribute

to surface erosion. The secondary ion fraction determines the rate at which

lithium is lost from the surface and therefore the rate at which it must be

replenished to maintain a protective overlayer. Insofar as some of the lithium

is lost to the plasma, it is necessary to replace it by bulk diffusion proces-

ses. The diffusion rate depends on the operating temperature, the grain size,

and the alloy. For example, the beta phase of aluminum-lithium alloy (~50 a/o

lithium) is a superionic conductor, with a lithium diffusion rate of 10"6-

10"^ cm^ sec"-'- in the temperature range 400-600°C. For the other alloys under

discussion, grain boundary diffusion is normally much faster than bulk diffu-

sion. The grain boundary area, and hence the grain size, strongly influence the

diffusion rate.8 The lithium secondary ion fraction, alloy composition, and

grain size determine the operating temperature required to maintain the lithium

overlayer. If this temperature is excessive, the structural integrity of the

alloy may be compromised or evaporative loss of lithium may occur. We investi-

gate here the use of composite materials as a means of expanding the range of
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operating conditions over which alkal i metal-bearing alloys may be employed as a

means of reducing plasma impurity in f lux .

The principle is i l lus t ra ted in Fig. 1. In Fig. l a , a binary alloy con-

sist ing of a d i lu te a lka l i metal in a nonalkali metal matrix is shown. The

alkal i metal forms a coating on a substrate consisting primarily of the non-

alkal i metal. In Fig. lb , a porous tungsten, tungsten carbide, or tantalum

matrix is f i l l e d with an alkal i metal aluminosil icate. At elevated temperature,

free a lkal i metal diffuses along the surface of the tungsten, forming a mono-

atomic layer which at high enough temperature evaporates as a lkal i metal ions.

The material pictured in Fig. lb is similar to commercially available a lka l i

metal ion sources9 which are capable of producing a flux of, for example,

l i thium atoms with greater than 90% ionization ef f ic iency1 0 and an output of

1016 icns/cm2-sec which is stable for a l i fet ime l imited only by depletion of

most of the a lkal i metal inventory. * This material has possible drawbacks for

fusion applications because of i t s porosity, but represents a useful reference

material for the sputtering of self-sustaining a lkal i metal coatings from tung-

sten substrates.

Figure lc represents a tungsten, tungsten carbide, or tantalum matrix which

is i n f i l t r a t e d with a lithium-bearing binary alloy such as Cu-Li or A l -L i .

Copper- and s i l ve r - i n f i l t r a t ed tungsten and tungsten carbide are routinely

prepared by powder metallurgical techniques and are available commercially.

They are used as high-current electr ical contacts*^ because they have nearly the

electr ica l and thermal conductivity of copper or s i l ver , along with the high-

temperature strength and resistance to the formation of a melt layer of

tungsten.

Figure Id represents an actively-cooled l imi ter rather than merely the

plasma-side coating. Porous tungsten is cooled by flowing l iqu id a lka l i metal

through coolant channels. The porosity of the tungsten matrix is chosen in
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order to provide replenishment at the appropriate rate. The service lifetime of

such a structure is not dependent on a fixed bulk lithium inventory. In princi-

ple any alkali metal could be used although lithium might be preferred in a

fusion device. A discussion of the effect of alkali metal coatings other than

Li on the sputtering properties of alloys and composites will be presented

elsewhere.

In these designs, lithium is supplied to the surface by segregation to the

grain boundary, followed by grain boundary diffusion to the surface and by seg-

regation to the surface by bulk diffusion. Because of the strong dipole-dipole

repulsion associated with the electropositive adsorbate, alKali metals spread

uniformly across the surface of both the tungsten matrix and the filler

material. Lithium adsorbed on the tungsten will be ejected primarily as

secondary ions, while lithium on the filler material will be sputtered with a

charge state determined by the work function of the filler metal. For an Al-Li

filler, it is probably preferable to use a high-density tungsten matrix. Lith-

ium which is sputtered as neutral atoms enters the plasma and must be replen-

ished by bulk and grain boundary diffusion processes. Because the grain size

of the infiltrate metal is inherently limited as a result of the fabrication

process, the diffusion rate will not be limited by grain coarsening. Further-

more, it is possible to increase the diffusion rate by operating such a com-

posite at very high temperatures without sacrificing structural integrity. In

terms of fabrication, it is possible to produce a composite/tungsten structure

either by powder metallurgical methods or by plasma-spraying the porous tungsten

onto a tungsten substrate and then infiltrating the binary alloy. Alterna-

tively, if a copper heat sink is required, it is possible to braze the copper-

infiltrated material to the copper substrate, possibly by using lithium as the

brazing material.
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Procedure

We present here a series of scoping calculations aimed at a preliminary

evaluation of the sputtering properties of porous tungsten composites. The

computer code TRIM has been used to simulate the sputtering behavior, assuming

that the lithium layer is one monolayer thick. In actuality, recoil implanta-

tion and radiation-induced segregation produce a broader lithium concentration

but with a reduced first layer concentration. ° Experimental and theoretical

evidence suggests that for Cu-Li under He+ or Ar+ irradiation, the effective

lithium layer thickness is several atomic layers thick. > The calculations

presented here therefore may represent a "worst case" condition. The steady-

state concentration of alkali metal at the surface during sputtering has not yet

been determined. It has therefore been assumed for this study that the alkali

metal/tungsten atom density in the first layer corresponds to either a 1:1, 1:2,

or a 1:4 ratio.

A simplified spittering model can be used for scoping calculations, partic-

ularly because one of the alloy components is lithium. Lithium atoms that are

sputtered as neutrals escape to the plasma where they are ionized and are event-

ually accelerated through the sheath potential back to the limiter. However,

lithium is sputtered largely in the form of secondary ions which are essentially

trapped at limiter and first-wall surfaces due to the sheath potential and mag-

netic field. Secondary ions therefore do not contribute either to the plasma

contamination nor to the erosion of surfaces in contact with the plasma.

Erosion due to lithium impact on the metals to be discussed here is very small

and for the present purposes will be ignored. For other alkali metals, the

secondary ion fraction is even higher than for lithium, and again, little or no

erosion is expected from alkali metal-induced sputtering. To a first

approximation, the problem then reduces to one of sputtering a binary metal

composite with an alkali metal overlayer by impact of ions of the refractory
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matrix metal, (W or Ta), the filler metal (e.g., Cu or Al) and tiie plasma

particles.

The sputtered atom flux of each element is denoted by:

rl = rp Ypi + rj rx Y U + r 2 r2 Y21 (1)

r2 = rp Yp2 + rl rl Y12 + r2 r2 Y22 (2)

where Tj 2
 are tne fluxes of sputtered matrix and filler metal atoms, r is the

fraction of sputtered atoms which are redeposited and Y-y is the sputtering

yield for atom j as a result of impact by atom i. P represents plasma particles,

1 represents the matrix metal, and 2 represents the filler metal. If it is

assumed that r̂  = r2 ~1, Eqs. 1 and 2 may be solved simultaneously. The flux

of impurity species 1 and 2 at the surface is given by:

Tl) (3)

r2 = {rpYp2
 + VpiY^/a-YuJmi-Yz) (4)

where

n = Y n - Y12Y21/(1 - Y22) (5)

Y2 = Y 2 2 - Y12Y21/(1 - Y n ) . (6)

Yj. fr~ example, is the effective self-erosion yield of species 1 due to the

impact of species 1, plus the effect of the return to the surface of species 2

atoms sputtered by the impact of either species 1 or species 2. It can be seen

that runaway self-sputtering corresponds to the condition

Yi > 1 or Y 2 >
 1 (7)

Results

The computer code TRIM20 as modified by DeWald21 has been used to calculate

the partial sputtering yields Yij of tungsten, alkali metal-coat«d tungsten,
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copper, lithium coated copper, and lithium-doped copper and aluminum infiltrated

into a tungsten matrix. Figure 2 shows as a function of impact energy, the cal-

culated yields for W+ incident on pure W, and Cu+ incident on both pure copper

and copper covered by 1 and 1.5 monolayers of lithium. The energy threshold,

Ec for runaway self-sputtering of pure tungsten, is ~1 keV. For pure copper,

E c has a value of 340 eV, but for copper with one monolayer of lithium, E c is

~1.4 keV. For a coating thickness of 1.5 monolayers, the onset of runaway self-

sputtering is extended to nearly 4 keV. A number of questions pertaining to the

charge state of the sputtered atoms, evaporation,23 plasma contamination, adsor-

bate areal density, ' and neutron activation of the alkali-metal coating must

be considered in order to determine the suitability of a given self-sustaining

coating for fusion applications. However, from the viewpoint of the erosion of

the tungsten substrate, there appears to be an advantage to higher-Z alkali

metal coatings over lithium coatings. This topic will be discussed in greater

detail elsewhere.

The calculated sputtering yields are based on the premise that one m"no-

layer of the alkali metal corresponds to an areal density of 1.59x10" atoms

cm , i.e., a one-to-one correspondence between the number of tungsten atoms

and the number of alkali metal atoms. However, the alkali metal atoms tend to

adsorb as ions, producing image dipoles which repel each other. Consequently,

the alkali-metal coating tends to spread uniformly, but the steady-state

surface alkali-metal concentration may be lower than a 1:1 ratio with the sub-

strate tungsten atoms.22,23 ^e degree of protection afforded against the

sputtering of tungsten increases with increasing alkali metal density. Adsorbed

lithium has a smaller dipole moment than the other alkali metals and may, there-

fore, be expected to have a higher surface density, resulting in better sub-

strate protection. This point must be resolved experimentally.
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For the composite structures consisting of Li-doped Cu or Al in a tungsten

matrix, there are 18 elements in the Y-jj matrix, corresponding to the sputtering

of Li, Cu (or Al) and U by the impact of D+, T+, He+, W+, Cu+ (or Al+) and

Lif. The partial sputtering yields of Li, W, and Cu from a W-Cu-Li composite

under W+ and Cu+ bombardment are shown in Fig. 3. Compared with the self-

sputtering of pure W and Cu (Fig. 2), it is seen that the Cu and W partial

yields decrease dramatically. The lithium partial sputtering yield is not sig-

nificantly greater than the yield of bare tungsten under W+ impact and the

erosion rate, YL^(1-3+) is much smaller. A similar result for Cu+ impact is

shown in Fig. 3b. Both Y^ and Y Q U remain < 1 for impact energies < 3 keV.

In order to obtain a comprehensive picture of the performance of the

W-Cu-Li and W-Al-Li under a variety of conditions, it is helpful to use the

quantities y-^, y2 as a self-sputtering "figure of merit." The effective

tungsten and copper erosion yields y^ and YCU are snown in Fig. 4 for a W-Cu-Li

composite consisting of Cu-Li alloy in a 50% porous W matrix. It is assumed

that the lithium segregates to the surface, forming an overlayer which has a

surface atom density 1:1, 1:2, or 1:4 that of the substrate. At a Li/W ratio of

1:1, the results are similar to the Cu-Li binary alloy system shown in Fig. 2.

For a one monolayer thick coating, the critical self-sputtering energy is 1.4-

1.5 keV. As the lithium atom density decreases, the degree of protection

afforded to the substrate W and Cu decreases, and in the 1:4 case, the effective

tungsten self-sputtering yield for the composite may be greater than that of

pure tungsten. Similar results are obtained for the Cu self-sputtering of the

composite. For a lithium atom surface density of 1:1, the critical energy for

self-sputtering is considerably greater than for pure W. At a Li/W density

ratio of 1:2, the self-sputtering is comparable to that of pure W; while for

a 1:4 ratio, it is worse than pure W.
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Porous tungsten is commercially available with a density range from ~20% to

80% of theoretical. The critical energy for yw, Y C U > 1 is nearly independent

of the tungsten porosity for W-Cu-Li. However, the self-sputtering yield

increases much more rapidly with impact energy for the high-density tungsten

composite.

Because of the mass disparity between aluminum and tungsten, the energy

transfer between W and Al is much less efficient than between W and Cu.

Consequently, the W-Al-Li composite (Fig. 5) is much more resistant to self-

sputtering. In the worst case assumption of a 1:4 Li/W surface atom density

ratio, the critical energy for both W and Al erosion is nearly 2 keV, while for

the 1:1 case, runaway self-sputtering requires ~5 keV impact energy.

Summa ry

A composite material consisting of a porous W, WC, or Ta structure filled

with a material which produces a self-sustaining alkali metal coating has been

proposed as a means of reducing self-sputtering erosion and plasma contamination

in magnetic-confinement fusion devices. These composites provide high-temper-

ature strength, high-thermal conductivity, and good melt layer stability. In

addition, they inhibit the grain coarsening observed in the Cu-Li binary alloy

which is believed to lead to reduced ability to replenish the protective lithium

• overlayer. TRIM calculations for the W-Cu-Li composite indicate sputtering

behavior very similar to those of the previously studied Cu-Li alloy. Even

better results are obtained for the calculated self sputtering properties of the

W-Al-Li composite. The principal uncertainty in the calculation appears to be

in the surface lithium atom density under steady-state sputtering conditions.

This question is currently being addressed experimentally. For W-Cu-Li, the

value of the lithium surface concentration at steady state can make the differ-

ence between self-sputtering performance inferior to that of tungsten and per-

formance distinctly better than that of tungsten. However, experimental and
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theoretical work 1 7' 1 8 on the Cu-Li binary alloy suggests that the Li overlayer

thickness does not exceed one monolayer may be too pessimistic. For the W-Al-Li

composite, the self-sputtering properties appear to be distinctly better than

tungsten for the entire parameter range investigated. Additionally, this mate-

rial offers the advantage of low neutron activation.

Two "filler-less" materials were presented. These materials produce self-

sustaining alkali metal coatings by diffusion along the internal surfaces of the

porous refractory metal structure. By adding internal channels for liquid lith-

ium cooling, it is possible to design a plasma-side surface which produces an

inexhaustible lithium coating. The calculated sputtering properties of these

materials were very similar to those of the W-Cu-Li composite. In principle,

this design can be adapted to any alkali metal, resulting in considerable

increase in the threshold energy for runaway self-sputtering. ^
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Figure _ ĵ ajDti qn_s_

Fig. 1 - Schematic illustration of a self-sustaining coating in (a)
a binary alloy, (b) a composite consisting of a tungsten
matrix and an alkali metal aluminosilicate filler, (c) a
composite consisting of a tungsten matrix and a filler
consisting of either a Cu-Li or Al-Li binary alloy, and
(d) a porous tungsten matrix cooled by flowing alkali
metal.

Fig. 2 - Sputtering yield of W subject to bombardment by W+ ions
and sputtering yield of Cu for Cu+ bombardment of pure Cu,
and Cu with a 1.0 and 1.5 monolayer coating of Li.

Fig. 3 - Partial sputtering yields of Li, W, and Cu for a lithium-
coated W-Cu-Li composite under W+ (a) and Cu+ (b) impact.
The tungsten is assumed to have 50% of the nominal tung-
sten density and the Li/W surface atom ratio is assumed
to be 1:1.

Fig. 4 - The quantity yu (a) and yCu (b) _vs, energy for W-Cu-Li
composites with a Li/substrate surface atom density ratio
of 1:1, 1:2 and 1:4.

Fig. 5 - The quantity yy (a) and y^j (b) 1$- impact energy for
W-Al-Li composites with a Li/substrate surface atom
density ratio of 1:1, 1:2 and 1:4.
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